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The lines of cleavage between the animal, 
instinctual nature and some form of desire 
(embryonic aspiration) steadily grew during 
Atlantean times and this early civilisation began 
to demonstrate its own note and to set new 
standards of material comfort and of selfish 
control on an increasingly large scale as the 
urban existence developed. It is perhaps difficult 
for us to visualise a world as densely populated 
then as is the modern world but so it was…  

In those far-off times, the only people who had 
any true measure of intelligence were the 
disciples and initiates; they guided and guarded 

infant humanity, much as modern parents guide 
and guard their children, and as the state 
assumes responsibility for the welfare of the 
nation. The Hierarchy was, in those days, 
present upon the earth as the priest-kings and 
they acted as focal points of attractive energy, 
drawing to themselves those in whom the more 
intangible values were slowly assuming a vague 
control, thus making the lines of cleavage 
between materialism and spirituality still more 
clear and definite. 

We must remember that the spirituality of that 
time was of a very different quality from that 

which now goes under that name. It was in the 
nature of an aspiration towards a sensed 
hereafter, for a satisfying beauty and for 
emotional completion. There was no thought—
as we know thought—in this attitude but only a 
reaching out after a sensed unattainable and for 
that which was desirable. This was fostered in 
the people by the Hierarchy through the gift of 
various inventions and by the use of the 
instinctual masses of men in building great and 
beautiful cities and stupendous structures, the 
remnants of which persist until today. 
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 This was done under the expert guidance of the 
initiates and adepts who employed their 
knowledge of the nature of matter and energy to 
produce much that today man is gropingly 
endeavouring to discover and make possible. All 
that the modern processes of civilisation have 
made possible, and much more than that which 
today comes under the name of scientific 
discovery were known in old Atlantis, but they 
were not developed by men themselves but given 
to them as a free gift, much as people today give 

to a child beautiful and wonderful things which 
the child uses and enjoys but which he does not 
understand in any way. Great and beautiful cities, 
full of temples and great buildings (of which the 
Chaldean and Babylonian remains are the 
degenerate remnants, and the modern skyscraper 
the child) were everywhere to be found. Most of 
our modern scientific knowledge was possessed 
by these priest-kings and constituted in the eyes of 
the masses a form of wonderful magic. Sanitation, 
hygiene, means of transportation and air machines 

were developed and of a very high order; these 
were not the result however of man's achievement 
but gifts from the Hierarchy, developed or 
constructed under a wise guidance. There was 
command of air and water because the guides of 
the race knew how to control and master the 
forces of nature and of the elements, but none of it 
was the result of human understanding, 
knowledge or effort. The minds of men were 
undeveloped and not adequate to such a task, any 
more than is the mind of a little child.
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The cleavage between the two groups (the one 
expressing the forces of materialism and the 
other the energy of light) grew gradually wider 
until towards the close of the Atlantean Age it 
was so wide, and the lines of demarcation 
between the two schools of life and thought 
were so clear, that a crisis was precipitated in 
the then civilised world of which the present 
conflict is a definite effect. Let us also hope 
that it constitutes a climax which will never 
again occur. Then took place the great war 
between the Lords of Form and the Lords of 
Being, or between the Forces of Matter and the 
Great White Lodge. A careful study of volume 

two of The Secret Doctrine will prove 
enlightening to students, if they will study with 
particular care pages 275-466. To our 
understanding, this account may seem vague 
and obscure, but the issues at the time were 
clear. The Forces of Light triumphed because 
the Hierarchy was forced to intervene potently, 
and, with the aid of certain great Lives 
extraneous to our planetary life, They brought 
the Atlantean civilisation to an abrupt end after 
a long period of chaos and disaster. This took 
place through the medium of a culminating 
catastrophe which wiped hundreds of 
thousands of human beings off the face of the 

earth. This historical event has been preserved 
for us in the universal legend of the great 
flood. 

Those who survived are symbolically spoken 
of in the Bible as those who were saved in 
Noah's ark, and in the ancient writings it is 
expressed in the following terms: 

"Like as a dragon snake uncoils slowly its 
body, so the sons of men, led on by the Sons of 
Wisdom, opened their folds and spreading out 
like a running stream of sweet waters.... Many 
of the faint- hearted among them perished on 
their way. But most were saved."

The Helvran War
(War of Atlantis)
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A close study of the tale as given in The Secret 
Doctrine will reveal the state of immature 
development (from the angle of our modern 
standards) and of the basically emotional and 
physical focus of the humanity of the period; it 
will show also man's magical ability to subdue 
and control the subhuman kingdoms and the 
elemental forces of the planet. These are two 
angles which have been but little studied. 

Emphasis has, however, been rightly placed upon 
divine interference and intervention; this 
succeeded in salvaging an ethically sound 
minority (the word "spiritual" would not yet 
apply, except relatively) and in destroying those 
who were wrongly focussed or oriented and, 
therefore, dedicated to the life of material 
aspiration and perception. 

This nucleus which was saved, formed the basis 
of our present root race, the Aryan. The whole 
theme of the Old Testament is built around the 
development and growth of this nucleus. 
Symbolically speaking, the inhabitants of the ark 
and their descendants and the Jewish race stand 

for the salvaged remnant of humanity—salvaged 
in spite of themselves and in face of stupendous 
difficulties by the Great White Lodge. 

Two points warrant attention here. The first and 
least important from the standpoint of the soul is 
the disappearance off the earth of practically all 
signs of the wonderful Atlantean civilisation 
except for those few archaeological treasures 
which intrigue and interest modern research 
workers, plus those dim memories of ancient 
scientific achievement which lead the modern 
student to investigation and invention, and which 
incite him to discovery and the production of 
what we call the triumphs of modern science. 

The second point is that for the good of 
humanity, the Hierarchy withdrew into the 
background, leaving man to find his own way out 
of the mirage and illusion of materialism in right 
ways and eventually to bring to an end the 
ancient cleavages. War must be brought to its 
final consummation and expression with a view 
to its final discarding as a means of arriving at 
desired ends. –Externalization of the Hierarchy:121-4

Noah’s Ark
By Howard David Johnson
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the disappearance off the earth of practically all 
signs of the wonderful Atlantean civilisation 
except for those few archaeological treasures 
which intrigue and interest modern research 
workers, plus those dim memories of ancient 
scientific achievement which lead the modern 
student to investigation and invention, and which 
incite him to discovery and the production of 
what we call the triumphs of modern science. 

The second point is that for the good of 
humanity, the Hierarchy withdrew into the 
background, leaving man to find his own way 
out of the mirage and illusion of materialism in 
right ways and eventually to bring to an end the 
ancient cleavages. War must be brought to its 
final consummation and expression with a view 
to its final discarding as a means of arriving at 
desired ends. –Externalization of the Hierarchy:121-4

Noah’s Ark
By Howard David Johnson



From a careful consideration 
of Plato's description of 
Atlantis it is evident that the 
story should not be regarded 
as wholly historical but rather 
as both allegorical and 
historical. Origen, Porphyry, 
Proclus, Iamblichus, and 
Syrianus realized that the 
story concealed a profound 
philosophical mystery, but 
they disagreed as to the 
actual interpretation. Plato's 
Atlantis symbolizes the 

threefold nature of both the 
universe and the human 
body. The ten kings of 
Atlantis are the tetractys, or 
numbers, which are born as 
five pairs of opposites. 
(Consult Theon of Smyrna for 
the Pythagorean doctrine of 
opposites.) The numbers 1 to 
10 rule every creature, and 
the numbers, in turn, are 
under the control of the 
Monad, or 1--the Eldest 
among them.
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The Neoplatonists agreed that the story of 
Atlantis should be accepted as both historical 
and allegorical, but they were at variance as to 
the true interpretation. Certain opinions of 
these learned men form the basis of my 
[MPH’s] interpretation. The Orphic theology, 
which is the true foundation of the Greek 
philosophical system, is an exceedingly 
intricate and profound subject.  

The keys to the allegorical Atlantis story are to 
be found in the ritualism and fantasy of the 
Orphic rites. The Orphics divided the 
universe, visible and invisible, into three parts. 
The Orphic initiate Pythagoras named these 
parts in descending order, the Supreme World, 
the Superior World, and the Inferior World. 

The Supreme World was the abode of pure 
truth and consisted of one single substance 
and essence, the Divine Nature Itself, formless 
and unbegotten, eternal and incorruptible.  

The Superior World was the dwelling place of 
the principles, the gods, the qualities and 
manifestations of the Divine Nature; here 
dwelt the causes of all material phenomena, 
invisible in their own natures but visible 
through their manifestations.  

The lowest or Inferior World was the plane of 
corruptible forms, the sphere of bodies and of 
such tangible natures as have beginning and 
end. The lnferior World frequently is referred 
to as the sphere of generation.  

The three worlds, in the terminology of the 
Orphics, are referred to as the bodies of the 
blessed gods. Heaven, or Ouranos, ruled the 
first or Supreme World. Kronos, the aged god 
of the crooked tooth, devourer of his own 
progeny, ruled the Superior World. Zeus, the 
demiurgos or material creator, from his 
ethereal throne controlled the destiny of the 
Inferior World. 



For our purpose, it should be especially 
remembered that Zeus is the third 
person of the great triad of gods, lord of 
the physical universe, regent of matter 
in all of its forms and conditions, and the 
chief of the order of gods which rule the 
planets, stars, constellations, and 
elements. The ancients recognized three 
conditions of matter. The highest they 

termed airy or intellectual; the second 
they termed watery or spermatic; and 
the third they termed earthy or 
corporeal. These three conditions of 
matter were, therefore, properly termed 
the three natures of Zeus. They 
personified the three parts of matter, 
regarding them as the bodies and 
abodes of the principal mundane gods. 

The airy or intellectual region they 
allotted to Zeus under the form of 
Jupiter-Ammon. The watery or 
spermatic they allotted to, Zeus-
Poseidon, or Zeus, lord of the humid 
ethers. And the earthy or corporeal part 
they allotted to Zeus-Hades, or the 
subterranean Zeus, lord of the 
underworld.

–Illustration from  
Atlantis- An Interpretation:21
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In this way, Zeus, the airy, intellectual 
part of the material world, dominated 
the three conditions or states of 
matter, fashioning them into the 
cosmos through the powers conferred 
upon him by the super-mundane gods 

who abode in the superior sphere far 
beyond the cognition of mortals. The 
material creation of worlds, or more 
correctly their material generation or 
manifestation, therefore, occurred on 
three planes sequentially. There was 

first the world idea which arose in the 
mind of Zeus on the plane of airy 
intellect. It is, therefore, explained that 
Zeus first contemplated the abyss or 
outer space (matter) and envisioned 
the pattern of the worlds.

–Illustration from  
Atlantis- An Interpretation:21



This pattern of intellectual conception 
of creation then descended into the 
watery or spermatic level where it 
became what Plato called the 

archetype. The creative, forming power 
passed from Zeus to Poseidon; that is, 
the newly formed universe came under 
the laws of the etheric, humid, 

germinating sphere. At this stage, we 
enter upon the actual beginning of the 
Atlantean allegory. –Atlantis- An 
Interpretation:22-4
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Atlantis- An Interpretation:21
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The numbers given in this map are 
in stadia, a length of 600 feet.
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The ten decagons within the ring, symbolizing the 
first ten kings of Atlantis together with their 
queens, have been drawn in different ways to 
illustrate some of the many geometric possibilities.

Closeup of three of the ten decagons that 
symbolize the first ten kings of Atlantis
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With the trident scepter of 
Poseidon these kings held sway 
over the inhabitants of the seven 
small and three great islands 
comprising Atlantis. Philosophically, 
the ten islands symbolize the triune 
powers of the Superior Deity and 
the seven regents who bow before 
His eternal throne. If Atlantis be 
considered as the archetypal 
sphere, then its immersion signifies 
the descent of rational, organized 
consciousness into the illusionary, 
impermanent realm of irrational, 
mortal ignorance. Both the sinking 
of Atlantis and the Biblical story of 
the "fall of man" signify spiritual 
involution– a prerequisite to 
conscious evolution.
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In the quotation from Marcellus, it is 
stated that the Atlantic continent 
consisted of seven islands sacred to 
Proserpine, and three immense 
continents, one sacred to Jupiter, the 
second to Pluto, and the third, between 
these two, to Neptune. The three great 

continents represent the three parts of 
the Inferior World of Pythagoras- the 
airy, the watery, and the earthy. The 
central continent between the 
extremes, the abode of Poseidon, is the 
location of the watery empire, Atlantis. 
The seven smaller islands sacred to 

Proserpine are the planets which 
surround the body of the sun in the 
solar system, or the seven continents 
which emerge sequentially from the 
imperishable island with its zones of 
land and water in the evolution of life 
itself. –Atlantis- An Interpretation:26
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